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1 Introduction

Multiple networked robots can achieve difficult tasks by
coordination. However, coordination on a network is also a
difficult problem and should be analyzed by mathematical
tools. Consensus algorithms are a strong tool to analyze
coordination in networked systems. It has been shown in
[1] that, distributed robots on a network with different
initial positions can agree on a place to meet; or they
reach a position consensus. First the topology of the
network is represented by graphs as shown in figure 1.
A position consensus algorithm can be synthesized using
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Figure 1: Information Graph

the graph properties of the network. The graphs can be
mathematically written using connection matrices. Then
we obtain Laplacian matrices to write the dynamics of con-
sensus algorithms. The Laplacian of the graph on figure 1 is:

L =

[

1 0 −1
−1 1 0
0 −1 1

]

(1)

The simplest position consensus algorithm can then be writ-
ten as:

ẋi =
∑

vj∈Ni

(xj − xi) (2)

ẋ = −Lx (3)

If the graph is strongly connected and balanced, it can be
shown that, all the positions will converge to the average of
the initial positions.

2 Acceleration Consensus

Similarly we introduce acceleration consensus algorithms
[2], which can be written as:

ẍi =
∑

j∈Ni

Kpij
(xj − xi) +

∑

j∈Ni

Kvij
(ẋj − ẋi) + ui (4)

ẍ = −KpLx − KvLẋ + u (5)

where Kpij
and Kvij

are positive graph weights and ui are
the local servo input. We have proven that using this algo-
rithm, the robot accelerations will all converge to the average
of the inputs and velocities as well as the positions will also
be equal. It turns out that this algorithm is very useful for
coordination in networked motion control.
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Figure 2: Succesful haptic consensus on a 10Hz switch-

ing network with a switching consensus filter

3 Haptic Consensus

Haptics is a network motion control problem which re-
quires coordination. It is actually possible to show that hap-
tic teleoperation in multi robots is also a consensus prob-
lem[2]. In haptics when using multiple robots, the goal of
the control system is to have:

F1 + F2 + . . . + FN = 0 (6)

X1 = X2 = . . . = XN (7)

where Fi are the forces felt at each robot and Xi are the
positions. This means that the robots should agree on the
total force they feel which should be 0, and they should agree
on their positions and velocities. Thus we can realize haptic
consensus using a special acceleration consensus algorithm
with a common input of forces:

−

1

Mn

(G(s)Fdis1) + ẍ = −KpLx − KvLẋ

+
1

Mn

(F1 + F2 + . . . + FN ) (8)

where G(s) is the disturbance sensitivity function. By us-
ing disturbance observers that becomes zero and we have a
perfect consensus algorithm. This means that the goals are
reached. Furthermore the common input can be estimated
by using consensus filters, and using these, haptic consensus
can be realized on networks with switching topology, which is
a very extreme case for testing the stability. Figure 2 shows
the experiment results on a 3 robot switching network.
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